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SPOILER ALERT: If you have not read up to CH 226, everything that follows is a spoiler

SETTING

The Meijin-Queen tournament is currently in progress. The time is January two months before the 
graduation of Chihaya, Arata, and Taichi from High School at the end of March. They will either begin 
college in April or September, of this year. Do not believe it has been disclosed other than Arata 
coming to Tokyo to attend college.

Chihaya has received two confessions, from Arata in CH 119 and Taichi in Ch 138. She has not 
responded to Arata, and she said “Sorry” to Taichi although she has had intense emotional reactions 
following both confessions.

Arata is 2-0 in a five game series for the Meijin title, and Chihaya is 0-2 in a five game series for the 
Queen title. In real life, these odds are compelling because the person holding the 0 count must now 
win three games in a row for the title. But this is a fictional story, and any outcome that the author may 
wish is equally possible.

Chihayafuru is entirely a backstory told to us by Chihaya from the current Meijin-Queen tournament. It
appears that the backstory will end with the tournament, and then we will go into real story time to 
finish out.

SENSEI :

The author, Yuki Suetsugu, has stated that Chihayafuru will be coming to an end either in VOL 50 or in
two years which is about the same. She has averaged about 1.4 chapters/month over 14 years, so at that 
pace there is probably about 35 more chapters to go.

A full five game series is highly likely which might take about 10-15 chapters. That would leave 
around 20-25 chapters to finish.

If she does maintain something like this schedule, the author is not leaving much story time for 
complex resolutions.

If Chihaya fails to win Queen in this current tournament, there will not be enough story time left for a 
redo next year when all three are in college. It would seem that it is now or never for Chihaya to 
become Queen.
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CHAPTER 226:

Chihaya has lost her second game and is now 0-2, and close to despair. She runs out into the winter 
cold with no shoes. Arata follows her out, picks her up and carries her back inside where he receives a 
very nasty look from Kanade for his efforts.

He had dropped the Karuta cards, and he goes back outside to pick them up, and the one card that is 
separated from the deck is Number 77, a love poem about being separated and then coming together 
again. This poem has substantial story threads going back to Chapter 1 where 77 is the first card 
Chihaya won from Arata when they were 12 in the 6th grade.

The 77 poem plays a central role in Ch 163 where Team Mizusawa is playing Team Fujioka for third 
place in the national High School team tournament.

Chihaya is matched against Arata, but she is so focused and concentrated on winning that she hardly 
notices that she is playing Arata, and does not even react to Taichi when he walks into the room and is 
told that he is here for her. 

Arata focuses on winning the 77 card to take it back from Chihaya which he does seemingly so that 
Chihaya will notice him.

The very next card read is 17 The Chihaya card which almost stands in for Chihaya. This is a dead card
which is almost a comment on Arata’s hopes in taking the 77 card.

Chihaya then notices Taichi and thinks back to when Taichi walked into the room where she was 
playing Karuta with Arata in the 6th grade.

The next card is given to Chihaya by Arata because it is not a clean take, and she notices him for the 
first time commenting to him, “Ha Ha Such Confidence.” She then thinks about playing Karuta with 
Arata back in 6th grade, telling herself, “Karuta with Arata...I can play Karuta with Arata again.” and 
then wins the game “Five wins for Mizusawa!!!”

In winning, she asks herself some telling questions, “Do you see Arata? Do you see Taichi? These are 
my friends.” with these words overlayed on all the people in the room. No clearer statement of 
friendzoning could be made here in this story!
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WHO IS CHIHAYA?

In chapter one, at the very beginning of this story, Chihaya speaking from the current Meijin-Queen 
tournament because this is her backstory, she says 

 まだ情熱を知らない私

Still    emotions     very hot               unknown strange        I
                                                         まだ 情 熱 を 知らない 私

Lit: I still do not understand strong emotions 
or
intense emotions are still a mystery to me

Chihaya does not understand  herself which is fairly common for 18 year olds, but she seems perverse 
in not attempting to understand her own feelings. Her intense focus on Karuta and becoming Queen 
drives out all other considerations.

Most of those around her are coming to grips with their feelings as is normal, and both Arata and Taichi
have fallen in love with her, and confessed their feelings. Yet still, to Chihaya this is all a mystery.

Chihaya seems to be Aromantic. She appears to have no romantic interests unlike most other 18 year 
olds. She most certainly loves Arata and Taichi but this kind of love is not romantic, its Bromance, 
Sormance level love. 

If all of this holds into the endgame after the tournament, Sensei may be set to have Chihaya go 
through a period of intense self-realization so that out of such a process, Chihaya would then come to 
understand and accept her intense emotions. 

Chihaya is not some prize Cupie doll sitting on the shelf of a sideshow barker, to be won by the guy 
scoring the most points. She is not some thing to be owned and managed by another.

If Sensei were to simply pair her up with one of her lovers, and then end  “and they lived happily ever 
after”, would be a cheap ending to a wonderful story.

As a personal choice, I am hoping to learn more about who the real Chihaya is, as she matures into an 
adult and comes to accept herself, and that would be ending enough for me. If either Arata or Taichi
and their vast fanbase,  cannot accept Chihaya’s choice to being best friends, both with each other and 
with her, then they would most certainly not love her and their confessions would be false.
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The REAL Meaning of Chapter 226

Chapter 226 is in many ways, the actual ending of Chihayafuru. Chihaya has reached nadir in the 
Queen match! She is now down 0-2 in a 5 game series, and she does not know what to do. But Harada 
and Arata take her aside, and work on her about the match. Harada talks technical Karuda while Arata 
focuses on the psychological: Don’t play Shinobu’s game and even more to the point, he chants the 
Mizusawa Karuta Club fight song which brings Taichi back into the picture.

Chihaya and her fans and believers in this story, are now in focus, and we can see that Ch 227 is the 
beginning of the Endgame of the story. We have crossed from the 12 year telling of this story, and we 
enter the ending of the story. We can see “THE END”.

Subtly Ms. Yuki Suetsugu has been dropping hints about her ending and what it might look like.
These certainly could be false plants to cause misdirection among her fans so that she ends in typical 
Romance novel fashion paired with Taichi or Arata, and they lived happily ever after, The End.

To me as I said, above, that would be a cheap ending to a rich and wonderful story, but I don’t think she
will do it. Rather I think her hints are real.

So where is  Ms. Yuki Suetsugu pointing?

Between chapters 204 to 211, the text definitely declares Chihaya’s realizations and intentions and the 
story arc to follow.

In CH 204, at the Meijin/Queen qualifiers, when Shinobu asks Chihaya to join her in moving the 
championship match to a 5 game series, Chihaya has a most profound realization about Shinobu,

(NOTE: Read top to bottom and right to left, and only the red text)
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Then in CH 209, Chihaya reflects on her realization from CH 204 above
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So by winning the Queen match, Chihaya sees that she can change Shinobu, and this does make sense.
Being Queen is everything that Shinobu has in the world. If she should lose the title to Chihaya, then
that will certainly create a crisis in her life, but also an opportunity to change and become friends with 
Chihaya.

We then solidify Chihaya’s resolution, where in CH 209-211, she confirms her intentions
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These quotes from the story, lead to a very interesting conclusion about how Chihayafuru might end 
and also an insight into Chihaya’s usually dense and oblivious character.

Chihaya wins the Queen title, Shinobu goes into a deep funk, but Chihaya reaches out to her, and they 
become very close friends. “THE END” will then end with Chihaya in the friendzone with Shinobu, 
Arata, and Taichi and all her other friends. 

Very tight, close, emotional Friendships and being “together” is after all, the highest value for Chihaya.

From CH 1  Page 4

And at The End, Chihaya discovers her passion!

THE END
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